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MAD stands for “Music And Dance” as performed by the Manaho-Aleksey Duo with guests.
Breaking away from the conventional roles of dancer and musician, MAD explores the possibilities and impossibilities of movement com-
bined with music. 

At times, the dancer embraces the player. All of a sudden, the musician may become the dancer, displaying movements not typically seen 
from an instrumentalist. The dancers and the musicians exchange roles without ever breaking the flow of the music. 

Manaho-Aleksey Duo
Japanese dancer Manaho Shimokawa and Russian violinist, composer and actor Aleksey Igudesman met in Vienna. Each was immediately
inspired by the other’s unconventional, yet highly appealing approach to their ar t. They soon realized that they were ar tistic soul
mates and decided to form MAD in order to break existing conventional boundaries of what a dancer and a violinist were able to do together.
Culturally from entirely different worlds, yet connected in so many ways, their curiosity and openness for anything new and current gives
them continuing inspiration for true MADness.

The Dance
Although Manaho studied modern dance in Vienna, her inspiration is drawn from many cultures. Contemporary and traditional dance, as 
well as various street dances, have found their way into her eclectic, yet invariably fluid dance style. Aleksey has been pushing the bounda-
ries of connection between instrumental playing and movement for several decades. Often incorporating salsa, Irish dance and break dance 
into his violin performances, he has found in Manaho the perfect counterpart for pushing those boundaries further. In MAD they create their 
own ground breaking eclectic dance style - the MADance.

alekseyigudesman.com
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The Music
Original compositions and improvisations in a myriad of styles by Igudesman flow through the funny, touching, poetic and truly unique 
performance by MAD. At times, it feels like the beauty of a free flow stream of consciousness inspired improvisation weaves itself naturally 
into the movement of the bodies. Funk, rock, salsa, tango and flamenco often find their way into Igudesman’s unusual and highly virtuosic 
playing.

His roots bring him back to Russian and Klezmer music and his endless curiosity for different musical styles also embraces aspects of Indian 
and Japanese traditional music.

In MAD, the music serves the dance as much as the dance serves the music, often with a healthy sense of self-deprecation and humor.

The Guests - MELA 
Extraordinary cellist, singer, song writer MELA transforms her instrument into a one-woman band using loops, beatboxing and her unique 
voice while being swept away into the world of dance.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2a0mlf69-34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KrTc5CEn_0
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Taste and Smell
Food, the smell and taste of it, is one of the biggest inspirations for MAD. Each performance is structured like a menu with many courses.
The world of senses is triggered with an innovative system of scents for each piece or “course.”
An edible program tops it all off, making MAD a truly unique experience.
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